In a previous note 2 a notion of measurability (with respect to a function ju) of elements of an arbitrary lattice was introduced. Our purpose there was to study closure properties of the subset of measurable elements. To do this it was convenient to assume that the lattice was modular. Results of V. Glivenko, 3 and of L. R. Wilcox and the author 4 indicate that the idea of measurability and that of modularity are intimately related. The purpose of this note is to exhibit a further relationship which does not depend on metric properties of the function jU.
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In a lattice L we call the ordered pair (#, b) of elements of L modular and write (a, b)M in case (ai-\-a)b = ai+ab for every ai^b. This relation has been studied by L. R. Wilcox. 5 If fx(a) is a real valued function denned on L we say that an element c£L is ju-measurable in case
for every J£Z,. The symbol L(/x) will denote the totality of elements of L which are ^-measurable. We call fx proper in case a^b with jii(a)=ju(6) implies a = b.
Before we discuss the general case, let us consider a lattice L 0 of finite dimension (that is, satisfying both chain conditions) in which every principal chain joining two elements a, 5£L 0 has the same length n (a, b) . Examples of such lattices are well known.
6 Let 0 de- degrees and p-bases, Duke Mathematical Journl, vol. 4 (1938) , pp. 455-468) as well as the "semi-modular" lattices of finite dimension of Wilcox (op cit., pp. 502-505) have these properties. We make no use, however, of the metric properties of these systems.
note the least element of L 0 and define fx 0 (a) =w(0, a). We note that /x 0 is proper. These considerations lead to the following theorem. PROOF. TO show the sufficiency of the condition consider elements by Ci£Lo for which Ci^c. It is easily seen that CI£LO(MO) 
provided that n(cib, Ci)=n(b, Ci+b). We shall prove in fact that
Ci/cib^Ci+b/b. PROOF. Consider elements a, ô£L with a ^c. To show that (ft, a)M, it suffices, since \x is proper, to prove that ju((ai + b)a) = fi (ai + ab) for every ai^a. By hypothesis ai, aÇ.L(ii) and consequently
Thus we have (ô, a) M". Now consider an element #£L for which b^x^a+b.
Clearly ax^a^c and hence a, a#£L(/x). It follows that ju(a# + 6) = /x(a^) + ju(6) -fx(ab)
Since ju. is proper we have x = ax+b and this completes the proof.
COROLLARY. If pÇ.L is a point, then ££L(/x) implies that b+p is prime over bfor every bÇzL such that bp = 0.
PROOF. Consider a point pÇ.L{ix) and an element &£L for which bp = 0. We always have (b, p) M and thus the first part of our conclusion is vacuous. 7 The second part yields x -b+px for every #£L for which bS%Sb+p.
Since px = 0 or px = p, it follows immediately that b+p is prime over b.
REMARK. Consider the example of a lattice of six elements 0, p, q, 5, c, 1, with p<c y q<b, 0 the least element, and 1 the greatest element. Our corollary yields the fact that no proper real valued function jit can be defined over this lattice for which p or q is ju-measurable.
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